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Background

Will there be eventually a “European Russia or a Russian Europe” in terms of security dependence?

The case/fate of Ukraine may well decide about the future (Security system) of Europe and beyond.

All crises throughout Europe and elsewhere, esp. in its vicinity (E, S) become somehow interactive over time independent of subject and location.

The Ukraine Conflict does not appear to currently top the American Strategic priorities.

The longer the conflict lasts, the more radical and potentially extensive it will become - the more difficult it will be to be resolved. The increasing relevance in politics of the Russian Orthodox Church.
The XII Points

I.) Effective **humanitarian** mission for all in Ukraine / eventual Need for a neutral stabilization initiative.

II.). Serious planning for **economic** recovery and reconstruction; While effectively addressing rampant corruption in Ukraine.

III.) Eminent international **negotiator** in charge of negotiations.

IV.) Effective and **enlarged international contact group**; either Normandy Minsk / group or other format with regulas meetings.

V.). **Track 1.5 private meetings concert** for creative thinking, private candid dialogue, as well as trust, security, and confidence building.

VI.). Perceive Ukraine resolution also as part of **multiple crises interaction** Iran, Libya, Syria, Turkey, Yemen, wider ME, and inner Russia!

VII.) Contemporary Conflict in Europe has new interactions, instruments and Character – mixed with traditional dimensions(*hybride warfare*). New **confidence and security building measures are required**.

VIII.) Cyber and **social media / PR** – winning Europe’s **hearts and minds** – perception forms reality. **Anti-Americanism**.

IX.) Effective **leadership** and national interests determine negotiations.

X.). Middle East and **China's** role in Europe’s economic future and security.

XI.) Preparation for possible problems with any one of the **five nuclear power plants on** Ukrainian territory.

XII.) Beware of unintended consequences & originally unconnected tertiary **cataclysmic events** and their crisis-acceleratory impact.